The DPOAE-sweep method combined with a specific least-squares-fit (LSF) analysis provides a fast method to measure and analyze distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE) with a high frequency resolution. In studies using this technique the noise reduction, artifact rejection and noise estimation are typically realized in a "classical" way, i.e., as temporal averaging with preceding elimination of time epochs exceeding an artifact threshold level and a noise estimation based upon the analysis of the difference of two buffers of epoch averages. However, the choice of an artifact threshold is arbitrary to some extent and different choices can lead to differences in the estimation of DPOAE levels. The two-buffer technique is ambiguous as well since a different grouping of the epochs into the buffers leads to rather different noise estimates. Therefore, the present study proposes an alternative approach which provides unique noise estimators for a given set of data, a robust artifact rejection without the need to select an arbitrary rejection threshold, as well as estimators including confidence intervals for the DPOAE levels and phases. The "classical" and suggested estimators for DPOAE levels, DPOAE phases and noise levels are compared based on Monte Carlo simulations and real measured data sets.
Introduction
Distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE), as measured in the classical paradigm, are low-level sinusoids recordable in the occluded ear canal at certain combination frequencies during continuous stimulation with two tones at the frequencies f 1 and f 2 . They are the result of the nonlinear interaction of the tones in the cochlea. The recorded DPOAE signals are typically rather small in comparison to the recorded noise given by system noise, noise and artifacts from the participant (like breathing, blood flow and swallowing), as well as noise and sound artifacts from the environment at the measurement location. Therefore, specific signal processing strategies are used to extract an adequate estimate of the DPOAE and to provide an indicator of the quality of the data like an estimator of the noise floor or a confidence interval for the DPOAE level. In most DPOAE studies the noise reduction is realized as temporal averaging of subsequent recorded time epochs. The artifact rejection is often implemented as an antecedent elimination of time epochs that exceeding a selected threshold for the artifact level or as elimination of a fixed percentage of epochs at the highest levels. Most authors are using the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the DPOAE as a quality indicator. The estimation of the noise-floor level at the DPOAE frequency is often realized as the average level (or the level of averaged intensities) across adjacent frequency bins around the DPOAE frequency bin within the spectrum of the averaged time epochs (we call this one buffer noise estimate at n frequencies1BNnF). Alternatively subsequent epochs are averaged alternating into two buffers. At the end the mean of both buffers is computed while inverting the phase of the second buffer to cancel out the signal components. The noise floor is either estimated as the level of the frequency bin of the DPOAE frequency alone (we call this two buffer noise estimate at a single frequency bin -2BNsf) or as the average level across the DPOAE frequency bin and adjacent frequency bins (we call this two buffer noise estimate at n frequencies -2BNnF; or more specific 2BN11F if the DPOE frequency bin plus five frequency bins up and five below are included respectively -as used for example in Thorson et al. [2012] ).
It is reasonable to measure DPOAE with a high frequency resolution for different reasons, e.g., to avoid misinterpretations due to the phenomenon of DPOAE fine structure, or to separate the two DPOAE components (e.g. Mauermann and Kollmeier, 2004) . However, it is rather time consuming to obtain a high frequency resolution with multiple measurements using primaries at discrete frequencies (Mauermann and Kollmeier, 2004) . Therefore, Long et al. (2008) suggested a procedure to measure DPOAE using two primaries which are continuously sweeping in frequency -the DPOAE-sweep method. Hereby the recorded sweeps are subdivided into possibly overlapping time frames for the analysis. The DPOAE level and phase estimates for the observed model components at their respective center frequencies within these time frames are obtained using a least-squares-fit (LSF) algorithm (Long et al., 2008) . Overall the DPOAE-sweep method is much more time efficient than the discrete method especially when implemented as a procedure that allows an online control of DPOAE quality indicators like the DPOAE level and noise floor (Mauermann, 2012) . In most studies which are using the DPOAE-sweep method, the noise floor is obtained by the LSF level and phase estimate from the two buffer difference of the actual analysis frame. This is almost equivalent to the 2BNsF strategy for discrete DPOAE measurements. Due to the frequency sweeping characteristics of the primaries and the evoked DPOAE responses as well as due to the property of the LSFalgorithm -that is typically constrained to selected frequencies -strategies that are similar to 1BNnF or 2BNnF (n > 1) cannot be used directly for the noise floor estimate of DPOAE-sweep measurements. Unfortunately the 2BN1F strategy gives ambiguous and rather variable noise estimates as illustrated in the next section. Another important aspect of effective and reproducible DPOAE measurements (with discrete frequency pairs as well as with sweeps) is the artifact rejection. A common approach is the rejection of epochs that exceed a chosen artifact rejection level or to reject a specific percentage of epochs with the highest levels. The selection of a more or less arbitrary artifact threshold has some influence on the estimates of DPOAE level and noise floor. Nevertheless for discrete DPOAE measurements a direct control and optimization of an artifact rejection threshold is at least practical during the online control of a measurement. However, for the multiple frequencies measured at once -as usually done with the DPOAE sweep method -a single artifact rejection threshold is of limited value. On the other hand it is not possible to control artifact-rejection thresholds during the measurement for each investigated frequency, which can be in the in the order of up to one hundred. Therefore, a robust automatic and frequency specific artifact rejection could further improve the utility of the DPOAE-sweep method. With the background of these different requirements on the artifact rejection and noise estimation for the DPOAE-sweep method the current work is reconsidering the most common strategies used for this in the field of otoacoustic emission measurements. A modified approach is suggested. The different approaches are compared based on Monte-Carlo simulations and results of measurements are presented which are taken with an online capable implementation of the DPOAE-sweep method including the modified artifact rejection and noise estimation approach.
Requirements on the Noise Estimation and Artifact Rejection for DPOAE-sweep measurements
Beside the robustness of the signal and the noise estimators there are several other aspects that might be considered to improve DPOAE-sweep measurements.
Independence from the frequency resolution of the DPOAE-sweep analysis
The frequency resolution for the analysis of DPOAE-sweep measurements can be adjusted almost arbitrarily by choosing the amount of overlap of consecutive analysis windows. An online control might be computed with a lower frequency resolution than a more detailed offline analysis. Nevertheless, it is preferable that in both cases the noise estimator at the same frequencies gives identical values. That means that any procedure of spectral smoothing across adjacent noise estimators to flatten the noise floor should be avoided. Dependent on the frequency resolution and the number of frequency bins this can result in small but arbitrary variation in the noise floor.
Uniqueness of the noise estimator
In many studies the SNR of DPOAE is used to distinguish between "good" and "bad" recordings, i.e., DPOAEs with a certain SNR (e.g., less than 6 dB) are rejected from further analysis. That means that variations of the noise floor estimation by a few dB can have a relevant impact on the outcome of the studies. Therefore, the noise estimator should be unique for a given set of epochs and it should not be dependent on a more or less arbitrary selection. Especially the 2BNsF strategy as typically used is either almost arbitrary or does not produce a unique noise estimator. When numbering the epochs in the recording order, the epochs are separated often in a way that all odd-numbered time epochs are put into the first buffer while all even numbered epochs are put into the second buffer. This choice may makes some sense in the context of procedures like TEOAE measurements with consecutively recorded buffers of very short duration (in the order of 20 ms), because these are affected in a similar way by enhanced noise and other artifacts. However, this selection becomes more and more arbitrary with increasing duration of the recording buffers. For recording buffers with a duration of two or more seconds -as typically used for the DPOAE-sweep method -this specific distribution of the epochs into two buffers is in no way unique. In turn there are K comparable combinations to divide J numbered epochs into two buffers (see Equation (1)).
For a number of sixteen epochs (J =16) that provides 6435 possible combinations. All these buffer combinations result into different noise-level estimates when following the 2BNsF strategy and extracting the level of a specific frequency component. The variability of the noise-level estimates using a 2BNsF strategy is illustrated by the results of a simple simulation in Figure 1 . The histogram shows the distribution of noise-level estimates obtained from all of the 6435 possible compositions to divide 16 epochs into two buffers. The distributions for other frequency components are essentially the same. Gaussian noise was generated as a random vector obtained with the Matlab (Vers. 2009b, Mathworks) command randn. It was scaled to have an overall root-mean-square (rms) level of 0 dB full scale (FS). The vector with 65536 noise samples was divided into 16 epochs with 4096 samples each. Assuming a white noise, i.e., an equal distribution of the energy across all frequencies the theoretical level of the averaged noise signal N true in each frequency bin (2048 frequency bins, 16 epochs) should be about -45.2 dB FS. The median of the noise level for the specific simulation here across the 6435 representations (see Figure 1) is at -45.6 dB FS, the 25% and 75% percentiles are -49.3 and -42.8 dB FS, and the 10% and 90% percentile are -53.5 and -40.9 dB FS respectively. The spread of the distribution is essentially independent of the overall noise level. A range of more than 6 dB variation for the 50 % values which are closest to the median indicates a clear drawback for the noise estimation according to the 2BNsF strategy, which is often used for the DPOAE-sweep method (e.g. Abdala et al. 2011) .
FIGURE 1
Example for the distribution of noise level estimates in one frequency bin using the 2BNsF strategy. The distribution is computed from all 6435 possible combinations given for 16 "recorded" epochs. Overall level of the noise before averaging is 0 dB FS
The modified approach

In a nutshell
The characteristic of the signal that should be estimated from J noisy epochs has to be known, i.e., it is either a sinusoid or a specific sweep so that only the level and phase of this specific component(s) have to be estimated within a given analysis frame. Furthermore it is assumed that the level and phase of the "true" signal is always identical in all epochs. Instead of temporal averaging of the epochs, as a first step the fast Fourier transform (FFT) or the LSF-analysis respectively is computed for each epoch separately. That means a sharp filtering of the incoming recordings. The next assumption is that the additive noise (system noise, noise from the participant etc.) in the specific frequency bin or within the time-frequency corridor of the sweep (LSF analysis) has a symmetric bivariate normal distribution so that the complex estimates from all epochs should be a noisy cloud in the complex plane around a center value which represents the "true" signal. All other disturbances (which do not fit into the distribution) are seen as outliers that should be ignored.
In the two-dimensional case -as well as in one dimension -the median gives an estimate that is rather robust against outliers. Therefore the two-dimensional L1-median is computed as the complex extension of the median. This gives the point C L1-Med which has the overall smallest distance to the complex representations of the frequency bins c i from each epoch. The computation of the L1-median needs an optimization algorithm which is sometimes too time consuming for the online analysis as implemented so far. Therefore, yet another alternative signal estimator is suggested. This is designed to be robust against outliers and allows a fast computation. We call it exponentiallyweighted-distance average (EwDiA) -C EwDiA (see Equation (2) 
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To begin with, the c i will be center adjusted with the respective signal estimate (C L1-Med ,, C EwDiA or the complex mean of the c i , C Mean ), i.e., the respective complex signal estimate is subtracted from all c i . The absolute values of the centered c i are called r i or more specifically r EwDiA i and r L1Med i respectively. The distribution of the absolute values of symmetrically bivariate normal distributed data is a Rayleigh distribution. For a robust estimation of the distribution we estimate the median of the r i . There are direct relations between the median, the mean, the standard deviation T r of the r i and the standard deviation from the original component normal distributions T x (see e.g. Meikle, 2008) . The noise level is finally estimated as the level of the standard error of this normal distribution, i.e., as the level of ߠ ௫ ඥJ ⁄ .
First tests of the modified approach -simulations with sinusoids in white noise
As a first test for the reliability of the suggested methods multiple epochs with sinusoids in white noise (both with known level) were constructed. The epochs had a length of 4096 samples. The signal level estimate was computed (1) "classically" as the level from the respective FFT bin of the averages across the time epochs; and (2) as the level of the absolute value of C L1Med or (3) as the level of the absolute value of C EwDiA . The corresponding noise floor estimates were computed with the (1) 2BNsF strategy, or as standard error of the distribution estimate, either (2) from a distribution centered on C L1Med or (3) on C EwDiA respectively. Similar to the term "2BNsF strategy" we refer to the methods for the signal and noise estimation based on C L1Med or C EwDiA as L1Med or EwDiA strategy respectively. The estimates were computed for different numbers of epochs J (J = 24, 48 and 96) each set with 500 repetitions (with different representations of the noise) and for different overall noise levels of 50, 40 and 30 dB FS. As tests for the reliability of the estimates the differences between the signal-level estimates L est and the "true" level L true was compared as well as for the estimated noise level N est and the noise level that was theoretically expected N true . Furthermore the spread of the distributions of the three level and noise estimates was compared by investigating the values of 10% and 90 % percentiles centered on the median of the respective distribution. Table 1 shows results from the condition with the lowest and the highest SNR in the frequency bin investigated. Overall the deviations between the median of the estimates and the "true" signal levels are highly comparable for all three types of estimates. However, the noise-floor estimates obtained by the "classical" 2BNsF strategy show clearly a bigger difference from the "true" noise levels and -even more important -a much higher spread of variation, as indicated by the range between the 10% and 90% percentile (see Table 1 ), than the new approaches suggested here.
TABLE 1.
Results from Monte-Carlo simulations to test the reliability of the three different methods. All values in dB. The second and fifth column give the differences of the "true" levels (upper parts of the table) or "true" noise levels and the medians across the estimates from 500 repetitions for each method respectively. The third and sixth column the 10% percentile minus the median as level in dB and the fourth and seventh column the 90% percentiles minus the medians respectively. The left hand part of the table show results from a simulation with overall noise level (ONL) of 50 dB FS and 24 epochs, the right hand part of the 
First tests of the modified approach -Results from DPOAE-sweep measurements with online analysis
The suggested EwDiA strategy is fast enough to be implemented as online analysis in combination with the LSFmethod for the analysis of DPOAE-sweep measurements. These methods of noise floor estimation give a unique estimator for a given set of epochs. Instead of a noise floor confidence intervals for the level as well as for the phase estimates can be obtained easily (not shown here). The validity of these confidence intervals has to be investigated in further simulations. It should be noted that the noise floor shown in Figure 2 was obtained without any spectral smoothing of adjacent noise estimators. During online analysis the noise floor obtained with the EwDiA method tends to flatten out (besides decreasing) with an increasing number of averages. Adjacent frequency bins should show a similar noise distribution. Therefore, in an online analysis with high frequency resolution this flattening of the noise floor can be interpreted as an indicator for the increasing statistical quality of the data set. This feature may provide the user with an additional and very useful quality indicator -beside the SNR and the absolute noise floorto support the decision when the measurement may be stopped.
Discussion and Outlook
A modified approach was suggested to estimate the signal and the noise from DPOAE or DPOAE-sweep measurements. Simulation and analysis of measurements indicate that the suggested methods provide valid signal estimates. More simulations and tests with measured data need to be done to investigate the robustness against outliers, although first experiences with real measurements appear to be rather promising. The advantage of the suggested approaches would be that no rejection threshold has to be chosen arbitrarily. In respect to the noise estimation for the DPOAE-sweep method the suggested approaches appear to be a clear improvement in comparison to the typically used 2BNsF strategy. The suggested noise estimators are reliable and they are unique. Furthermore, no spectral smoothing is needed to obtain clearly interpretable noise floors. In turn the flattening of the noise floor with increasing number of epochs gives an indicator of the quality of the recorded set of data.
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